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Case studies of child labour/ working children 

 

Adhuri muskan.... (Reality beyond my smile...) 

 

“Meri beti bahut acha padhti hai,sab log use kehte hai” said a proud mother of a 11 years old 

girl named “Salma”. Happiness and dreams of the mother can be seen in her eyes regarding her 

daughter. Salma was wearing a yellow salwar suit carrying paper boxes on her head and 

crossing the road,when asked where are you going she said “ Ammi udhar sabzi bech rahi 

“.Salma smiled at when her name was asked. This smile remained on her face till the end of our 

conversation. She stays in the busy area of “Rajabazar”. The whole area of Rajabazar is of 

shops, road side vegetables, fruits and juice sellers. Mostly we could see children in every shop 

working either with their parents or handling work themselves . 

She has five sisters and one brother. Her mother sells vegetable and father is a mason. Among 

all the brothers and sisters she is the fourth.  

There are many Schools in rajabazar but not in proper conditions , still Salma manages to study 

in a nearby school named “Gol Patti”. This school has no level of class. As per the RTE Act, a 

school should have minimum facilities, like an all-weather building, fully equipped library, 

playground, drinking water facilities, separate toilets and kitchen for cooking mid-day meals. 

But here every child no matter of what age studies together in the same class. She studies urdu 

and Bengali in her school and both the teacher loves her very much. Work and study goes side 

by side in her life. Children want to study but no proper schools, classrooms are there to meet 

up to their needs 

 

She sits with her mother in the market to sell vegetables after she returns from school. She 

goes to school but works . She goes to school at 7’o clock in the morning and returns at 11’o 

clock. After that she works in the vegetable market till 4’o clock. 

                                                                           “ Mujhe sab kuch banana aata hai bhaat,dal,sabzi” 

said by that small girl. After 4’o clock she goes back to home cooks food and does household 

work and at night she studies after finishing all her day’s work. 

                                                                             She is engrossed in her work so much the whole day 

that she do not have time to think that whether she likes anything to do or not. When was 

asked do you love watching t.v her smile faded away saying no i don’t watch t.v neither she 

knew anything about the film stars for whom we were crazy fans at her age.  

                                         Every child has a dream...An aspiration in life. When I was a kid I thought 

of becoming a doctor. But strange to hear this line from Salma  “maine kuch nahi banna chahti” 

the expression which this small girl had while speaking these lines showed she did not know 

what she can become or have in life. She was happy with her work. Maturity was seen in her 

face when she spoke. A child of 11years is made to work and the work is such that she has no 
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hope in life. Poverty has lead them to forget everything and has forced them to smile at what 

they have. Such categories of children who are studying and also working often remains off 

record . There is no use of taking education if the child is engaged more than half of the time at 

work .  

 

SMITA DASGUPTA  

XISS,RANCHI 

 

 

BEHIND THE MIRROR.......... 

 

“Kaun kaun si sabzi hai tumhare pass......................” 

                                   “Didi tamatar,mirchi aur nimboo......” a sweet voice spoke with an innocent 

face. The things which we see in front may not be what it is in real. We would see a girl selling 

vegetables happily but is the girl really happy doing the work? Or she wanted something else to 

do? Time and hardships of life teaches one to become mature enough where one searches her 

happiness but finally finds it behind the mirror where there is nothing to see. 

A girl found selling vegetables below the Rajabazar bridge, was very active in selling away all 

her vegetables. Her name is “Ruksana”. A girl of 12yrs seemed to be so much into her work that 

it seemed she had no other thing to imagine in life. 

       Sometimes no proper education facility becomes a hurdle in the education of a child. This is 

the case with Ruksana who wanted to study,took admission in one of the school named “Dudh 

khori” but the teachers in the school did not teach properly so got disinterested and left the 

school for work. She studied there for only 1 year and 1 month before she left. On asking what 

did you study there she said “bar bar sirf A,B,C,D padhaya jata tha......” . 

   Thus we see that by building a school is not just the solution of providing overall education 

but the school environment should be conducive enough for a child to get quality education. 

There should be proper teacher student ratio and the teaching materials and methods should 

be attractive enough so that every child remains motivated to be in school and continue their 

study. 

   She has 3 brothers and 3 sisters and Ruksana being the eldest had a lot of burden. Her mother 

needs to be at home in the morning while she comes and sell vegetables till 12’o clock. Her 

father being a van driver stays mostly out. At her age one should be in school not working. 

“Mujhe school jana bahut acha lagta hai par kya karu didi kam bhi to karna padhta hai” she was 

filled with emotions when spoke these lines. 
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Selling one handful of chillies at the cost of Re.1!!! what would that girl earn in a day.......When 

asked said “didi ek din me do sau rupae tak kama leti hu”. 

When ever we get money in hand we try to spend that money in buying our valuables but 

Ruksana did something different, what ever she earned she gives it to her mother. She cooks 

food for her family............she likes eating fish and gohst. She wants to play after work but can’t 

manage her timing. 

She has no extra curricular activities......but loves listening to music. 

In the place like rajabazar where mostly every child is involved in working with their parents, 

the mother of Ruksana is found searching a school for her daughter where she would get good 

teachers. Still the child wants to bring her life in front of the mirror and see the real “ruksana”. 

     

BY: 

SMITA DASGUPTA 

XISS RANCHI 

 

 

Bangles or Books…………… 

 

“Mujhe bahut kam hai…..” the voice was innocent and smart..he had come there to buy things 

for household work. He was so busy that he didn’t have a single minute to waste rather he 

would go back to his place and start of with his work. 

While he was purchasing the goods we tried to talk to him. This young boy’s name is 

“Mohammad Saif Ali “. He lives far away from his parents and siblings, which showed that he 

was missing out on the warmth, care and affection of a family life. They all lived in 

“Mulk”(state). He here stays with his uncle who has a churi (Bangle) business and he works with 

his uncle in the factory. He is just 12 years old but seems to have seen life much more than us. 

He is much more focused in life not regarding studies but earning a living for his family. He lives 

in Narkeldanga and comes to the market for buying goods.   

He has 3 brothers and 2 sisters and younger brother is still studying but the question is how 

long? Because Saif  himself left school when he was small and started  to earn. Earning is so 

much important now a days that a small kid forgets every thing even his childhood. He is ready 

to sacrifice his skills, knowledge, dreams, and happiness in order to just earn some money. 

How different his life seems to be as compared to the normal school going kid of his age. 
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Whole day he works in the factory where by government it is said that working hour of a 

normal person is 9 to 5……and he being a child firstly should not be made to work and given 

education till the age of 14. According to RTE Act ,A child above six years of age, who has not 

been admitted to any school, shall be admitted in the class appropriate to his/her age. 

Working should not be his aim rather than take education. He should not be found working in a 

bangle factory but getting proper education. 

In the busy streets of Rajabazar somewhere the childhood of Saif has lost and he is busy and 

accepted his life of whole day working …..Will he get it back again- those beautiful days of 

childhood? The answer we all know…………… 

By: SMITA AND TINA 

    

 

A faraway dream- a long mile to go…. 

A busy morning in the Raja bazaar market place. A predominantly Muslim populated area in 

North Kolkata, the place wears a dirty and overpopulated scenario. The environment has very 

little to cheer with small children running to and fro to do their daily chores of work under 

unsympathetic conditions. When these children should have been attending school they are busy 

working as child laborers to help their families make two ends meet. That day the sun was at its 

brightest and the heat was sweltering. Amidst the hustle bustle of the bazaar we found a small 

boy of 11 years inside a small dingy room without almost any ventilation, engrossed in his work. 

Clad in a vest and half pants, he was busy polishing shoes while his father and uncle sat making 

them. His name is Hari Kishan Kumar Das. Speaking comfortably in Hindi he said that he 

studies in class 5 of Vidya Pati Vidya Mandir, a government aided school. He originally hails 

from Ranchi but has moved to Kolkata with his father in search of better means of livelihood 

while his mother has stayed back in his native place. He has five sisters and he is the youngest 

child of his parents. His father is a shoe maker while his mother is busy doing household chores 

throughout the day. When asked about his daily schedule, he said that he goes to school in the 

morning which starts at 11am and ends at 3.30pm. Then he helps his father in polishing shoes 

which leaves him with very little time to revise his lessons of school. His face reflected a lot of 

maturity telling us   about his hardships and struggles he has already faced at this young age 

which is very much unlike other children of his age. During vacations he is able to devote more 

time in helping his father. He toils throughout the day which leaves him hardly any time for fun 

and leisure. He loves studying English, Hindi and Maths. He neither likes watching television, 

nor is interested in singing, dancing or listening to music. But in the little free time that he gets, 

he loves playing football which is his favourite sport with his two best friends who stay nearby 

and also goes to the same school as him. After that short break, he again returns to helping his 

father. 

When we asked him about his future dreams his eyes immediately lit up and he said “ Main bada 

hokar English ka master banna chahta hoon.” 
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A little effort, sensitivity and a positive human approach towards their problems and conditions 

can ensure that their dreams are surely fulfilled someday…..  

Compiled by: Sreesha Sanyal, Unitedworld School of Business, Kolkata. 

 

 

Lost childhood…. 

“Childhood is the beautiful of all life’s season” (Author anonymous). 

But it is sadly not true for every child. 

Meet 11 year old Mampi, busy serving tea and hot alu chops with her little hands to the 

numerous customers visiting her father’s small tea stall in the crowded Ballygunge Station area. 

This area is infested with vendors carrying a variety of goods, domestic helpers and a thousand 

people who commute from the suburban towns to Kolkata. It is a very densely populated area 

with busy activity always. Mampi hails from Mathurapur which is near Lakshmikantapur in 

South 24 Parganas, and has moved to Kolkata along with her parents and younger brothers, one 

year back in search of better means of earning. Her father runs a tea stall while her mother works 

as a domestic maid in the nearby apartments. Her two younger brothers go to school and are in 

classes one and three. When asked about her schooling, she said that she used to attend primary 

school in Mathurapur but was not enrolled in a school here in Kolkata. She said she loved going 

to school and enjoyed her cycle ride which her father used to give her on the way to school. She 

had friends there and used to play skipping during recess. Now she says she misses school a lot 

but with a matured look says that helping her parents run the family is very important too. She 

loves watching the television and hums the songs of the latest tollywood movies. She helps her 

father in the tea stall and later helps her mother in cooking, washing utensils and collecting water 

from the common tap. She sometimes gets a little money from her father to buy her favourite 

“ghoogni” from the vendors that come to her slum. When asked what she wants to become in the 

future she says “Jani na..”, that is she does not have any dreams. A child of her age should have 

a carefree and fun filled childhood away from tension and worries but sadly it is exactly the 

opposite in Mampi’s case. She has prematurely matured due to circumstances beyond her 

control.  

With the passing of the RTE act, 2009 it was stated that there should be free and compulsory 

education for all children within the age of six to fourteen years. The story of Mampi however 

brings out other issues such as poverty which is preventing the successful implementation of the 

Act. It has been a long time since the Act has been passed but it has not been fully put into action 

because a large number of children like Mampi are toiling as child laborers and not attending 

school. If every child has equal rights, then this inequality amongst them should not persist. 

 

Compiled by:Sreesha Sanyal, Unitedworld School of Business, Kolkata. 
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KYA AAP ISKO NAUKRI DENGE?? 

 

Our life has become so mechanized that we hardly give a thought why some people have to start 

their earning at an early age of 14 and much before!! When I was 14 I was so much surrounded 

by the care and protection of my parents and hardly did any household stuff. All my wishes were 

fulfilled. Now imagine what if you were asked to quit your study, sacrificing your likes and start 

earning for your living. It’s tough. 

This is the story of a young boy, selling mango sitting beside busy road of Raja bazaar under the 

blazing sun. His hairs strands were dry and rough. He was wearing an old shirt and a lungi. He 

was there waiting for his customer along with a man which he addressed as his uncle. I tried to 

interact with him.. 

Bhai aam kitne ka?( what is the price per kg?) 

He replied – solaah rupiya (Rs 16) 

I purchased 2 kilos and tried to continue my talk. 

I asked- bhai naam kya hai aapka?( what is your name brother?) 

He replied –RAJ 

I asked –kaun se school mein padte ho? (Which school do you study?) 

He replied hurriedly- “maen school nahi jata”( I don’t go to school) 

Actually he has never been to school. In a country where education is free under the RTE Act, 

still there are people who could not afford to go to school because somewhere their life demands 

that there are much more important things in life then going to school. Does this means he need 

not go to school?  

He is 14 yr old, helps his uncle to sell mango. His main earning is by making choodi (bangles) 

with his three brothers. His weekly earning is Rs 1000/-. Though he has started earning for the 

family does it not make you think that he is losing his childhood for his living?  Do you think 

there is an option for him? 

 

As I was trying to continue further, a man came and interfered angrily - kya aap isko naukri 

denge?? ( will u give him a job) Is elaake mein bohut saare ese bacche mil jayenge jo kaam 

karte hain. 

 If people like him who are the localite says this, just imagine what is the actual of scenario of 

child labor in raja bazaar  area. 
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 By: 

Tina Mili 

Unitedworld School of Business, Kolkata. 

 

 

MERA BHI TO ADHIKAAR THA…. 

 

The most innocent phase in human life is the childhood. It is that stage of life when the human 

foundations are laid for a successful adult life. It is the phase when we are carefree, fun-loving, 

learning, playing….. And how wonderful to have grown up with such carefree abandonment 

while we had parents, grandparents and others looking after us. But, this is the story of not too 

many children. 

 Early morning when every child in the locality was hurrying for their school, this one girl was 

helping her father in the Beil juice shop by the busy streets of raja bazaar. 

Buses are running and people were in a rush on the street. Amidst all the noise we saw, a small 

girl in a pink salwaar kameez sitting in a corner with a sack full of Beil. She was struggling with 

the sack finally she managed to take out the Beil from the sack and started peeling it off. She is 

HIRAL, a 10year old girl. She was peeling off the Beil fruit like an obedient student. She was 

doing her work without any question. Everyday she helps her father in the morning and takes 

care of the household in the evening with her sisters. She said she does not like cooking nor did 

she learn which depicts the innocent nature of a child. Her elder sister does it all. She takes care 

of her small sister and plays with her.  

 

Her mother died giving birth to the 7
th

 child!!!….she is the 6
th

. Life becomes very tough to spent 

childhood without mother’s love and care but still Hiral is trying to manage and live life to the 

fullest. She always dreamt of going to school as her sisters did but never been to. She said after 

her mother’s demise it has become hard to go to school moreover the financial condition never 

gave a real opportunity to acquire education. This is where government policies fail to provide a 

cheerful life and quality education. Despite her interest she could not move forward for her 

rights. Absence of the care of mother has made her far matured than any young girl of her age.  

 

When I asked her - aapko kya karna pasand hai? 

She shyly replied –mujhe pata nahi (I don’t know) 

Her childhood is somewhere endangered in midst of her faith. She hardly recognizes her likes 

and dislikes. It looks clearly that she has accepted life’s gift of hardship so sweetly. 
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Their only living is by selling Beil juice. She wanted to see new place. Her two elder sisters are 

married. Others are yet to get married. Will her father be able to manage???  Is marriage the 

ultimate option??....think.. 

 

 By: 

Tina Mili 

Unitedworld School of Business, Kolkata. 

 

 

 

Selling lemons and a dream… 

 

Rajabazar, is composed of wards 29,28 and32 of the Kolkata Municipal Corporation which were created 

in 1909. It is a densely populated area with crowded lanes and alleys in North Kolkata, with a 

predominantly Muslim(Sunni) population, which houses some of the poorest people in the city. The area 

is plagued with issues such as poverty, lack of sanitation, and child labour. However even amidst all the 

hustle-bustle on the Narkeldanga flyover it is hard to miss the sight of a 13 year old sitting with his back 

to the flowing traffic on the road, trying to sell lemons. Meet Moeed Alam, a resident of Rajabazar, a 

student of Momin High School and one of the many children who are forced to work to earn a living. 

Each and every person has a different story to tell of his life and Moeed who is a class 7 student of the 

local government school, shares a tiled house with his 8 siblings and parents. While his father drives 

cycle vans, his mother is a housewife and almost all his siblings work in someplace or the other, trying to 

contribute to the family income. 

The first question which comes to the mind is how much does a child earn by selling lemons all day? 

According to Moeed, his daily earning varies between 40-50 Rs per day, which is a meagre sum, and 

needless to say, insufficient to allow him to spend on anything he wants. The word ‘school’ however 

brings a smile to his gloomy face, as he professes his love for knowledge and describes how his father 

pays the annual school fees dutifully. While speaking with him, one learns of the many discrepancies 

which exist in the government school which does not provide the stipulated mid-day meals and free 

books and charges admission fees. However these problems do not deter him in the least as he states 

that despite the shoddy infrastructure and corruption, the school offers a beacon of hope to escape this 

poverty. He aims to become a teacher and help in the education of his neighbourhood, but one can only 

look and wonder at the steely conviction and grit of reaching one’s goals. 

 

By:  

Adhiraj Gupta, National Law University Orissa 
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Will the State ever be able to match our aspirations? 

Life at times can be very cruel and unforgiving and people usually crumble under the weight of these 

two. In these circumstances one would expect a person to grumble and complain of their life, but what 

if that person had no one to share his pain with?  

Tauqeer Alam happens to be one such person, a class 5 student of Momin High School in Rajabazar, and 

a child who is forced to work in his father’s business to supplement the family income. He shares a home 

with his parents and elder brother, who incidentally, was forced to drop out of school due to financial 

constraints. His father sells shoes and sandals on the pavement while his mother is a housewife, and his 

brother works as a helper in one of the grocery stores nearby. The sight of a 11 year old sitting in the 

midst of meat and vegetable shops, trying to sell sandal straps is heart wrenching and a glaring example 

of the inequality prevalent in our country. 

Tauqeer is too young to decipher how much he and his father earn in a day, but with the help of the 

surrounding shopkeepers, one can gauge it to be around 150Rs per day. It must be borne in mind that 

this is not his income but the income of his father and one can only imagine how they sustain 

themselves with such a small amount. Naturally he does not get any money to spend on what he wants 

but this does not bother him as he has bigger aims in life. He doesn’t remember the number of hours he 

works on an average but he puts it in his own way “Agar chutti hota hai to subah bhi kam karna padhta 

hai, varna school ke din mein sirf sham ko thoda kam karte hai” Dressed in a dilapidated grey t-shirt and 

black shorts, he looks out at the world with his large black eyes and tries to smile. ‘School’ seems to be a 

magical word for him as he launches into a description of his favourite place. “Mujhe bahut acha lagta 

hai school Jane mein”, “Mere bahut sare dost hae  school mein”, “School ke teachers students ko 

sambhal nahi pate hai”. In his opinion the lack or proper teachers and facilities discourage the students 

from going, and then there is the famous dialogue: “bade hoke to phir yahi kam karenge, phir aur padh 

ke kya fayda?”  

Their logic is hard to defy and the only question left is whether the state can match up to Tauqeer’s 

expectations….     

 

By: Adhiraj Gupta, National Law University Orissa 

 

The experience they have never had 

It is often very hard to imagine a world where high-rise’s and slums can exist side by side on the same 

road, but that is the ugly truth about Indian society. A society which is characterised by extreme 

inequality and numerous divisions of caste, class, religion and gender, it is to be expected that people’s 

lifestyle would also be very different. While some people can afford the best education money can buy, 

the others are forced to depend on the local government school. 
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It has been said that life is full of sorrows and delights, but both are never there in equal measure, 

sometimes there is more sorrow in life and sometimes there are more delights. For Mohammed Zubair a 

resident of Rajabazar, it has been the former. The 13 year old dropout of the local government school 

(Momin High School) lost his father when he was just 12 years old, and was forced to leave his studies. 

He shares a house with his mother and 8 siblings, (4 brothers and 4 sisters) and needless to say, he 

states that it is difficult to sustain such a large family.  

In a country where the right to education is a fundamental right and where every child between the age 

of 6-14 is to be provided free and compulsory education it is indeed disheartening to hear stories such 

as the one of Mohammed Zubair. Wearing a faded Argentina jersey and shorts, his mood lifts once we 

start discussing about his schooldays. “School was fun, there wasn’t much space to play but my friends 

and I used to think up new games we could play in the small classrooms.” In his opinion the teachers 

were not adequately trained and that is used to reduce their excitement in going to school, due to the 

lack of prospects of learning something new... 

As he starts handling customers at his small daily shop, he thinks ruefully of his school life, and his 

dream to continue with his studies someday. His daily earnings vary between 150-200 Rs per day and 

does not leave anything for him to spend on his own desires. Though his younger siblings are all going to 

school at present, it is only a matter of time when they also will be forced to drop out of school due to 

economic constraints. Hence though the government is providing free education, one can see that there 

are certain other things which need to be made free so that children can enjoy this free education. 

By:  

Adhiraj Gupta 

National Law University Orissa 


